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Abstract

Microvascular invasion (MVI) is a critical factor for prog-
nosis evaluation and cancer treatment. The current diagnosis
of MVI relies on pathologists to manually find out cancer-
ous cells from hundreds of blood vessels, which is time-
consuming, tedious, and subjective. Recently, deep learning
has achieved promising results in medical image analysis
tasks. However, the unexplainability of black box models and
the requirement of massive annotated samples limit the clini-
cal application of deep learning based diagnostic methods.

In this paper, aiming to develop an accurate, objective,
and explainable diagnosis tool for MVI, we propose a Loop-
back Network (LoopNet) for classifying MVI efficiently. With
the image-level category annotations of the collected Patho-
logic Vessel Image Dataset (PVID), LoopNet is devised to
be composed binary classification branch and cell locating
branch. The latter is devised to locate the area of cancer-
ous cells, regular non-cancerous cells, and background. For
healthy samples, the pseudo masks of cells supervise the
cell locating branch to distinguish the area of regular non-
cancerous cells and background. For each MVI sample, the
cell locating branch predicts the mask of cancerous cells.
Then the masked cancerous and non-cancerous areas of
the same sample are input back to the binary classification
branch separately. The loopback between two branches en-
ables the category label to supervise the cell locating branch
to learn the locating ability for cancerous areas. Experiment
results show that the proposed LoopNet achieves 97.5% ac-
curacy on MVI classification. Surprisingly, the proposed
loopback mechanism not only enables LoopNet to predict
the cancerous area but also facilitates the classification back-
bone to achieve better classification performance.
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Figure 1. Examples of MVI and healthy vessels extracted from
a pathological image of liver cancer. (a) The super large sample
contains numerous blood vessels of varied sizes. (b) The healthy
vessels are composed of a variety of cells with similar appearances.
(c) The cancerous cells have varied types and similar appearances
to parts of healthy cells.

1. Introduction
Microvascular invasion (MVI), referring to the appear-

ance of cancerous cells within microscopic venules or veins,
is a histological feature of cancer-related to aggressive
biological behavior [27, 56]. In clinical, MVI is usually
used as a reference standard for assessing cancer spread-
ing, which is a critical factor for prognosis evaluation and
treatment [8, 15, 43]. Accurate prognosis evaluation along
with appropriate treatment can effectively improve patient’s
life quality and prolong their life-span.

Currently, the diagnosis of MVI relies on pathologists to
manually find out cancerous cells from hundreds of blood
vessels, each of which usually contains dozens of cells. As
shown in Fig.1, each pathological sample is an image of
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about 100, 000×250, 000 px. These super-large pathological
images have three characteristics. Firstly, each sample con-
tains numerous blood vessels (Fig.1a). Secondly, each blood
vessel usually has a variety of cells with similar appearances
(Fig.1b). Thirdly, types of cancerous cells are also varied
(Fig.1c). Therefore, diagnosis of MVI requires the profes-
sional pathologist to discriminate cancerous/non-cancerous
cells carefully, which is time-consuming and tedious. The
discrimination relies on the individual pathologist’s prior
knowledge, which is subjective and leads to misdiagnosis
occasionally.

In recent years, deep learning has achieved promising
results in many areas [28–30, 68–72], including medical
image analysis. Many researchers focus on applying deep
learning techniques to image-based tumor analysis tasks,
such as tumor grading [3, 73], lesion area detection [14, 35],
vessel segmentation [18,31], cell detection/segmentation [42,
54, 67, 75], etc. The successful application of deep learning
relies on massive annotated samples. However, annotating
cancerous cells of all MVI images is very time-consuming.
What’s more, the black-box characteristic of deep learning
leads to unexplainable classification results, which limits
the clinical application of deep learning based diagnostic
methods.

In order to apply the deep learning technique to the MVI
analysis task, we collect the first Pathologic Vessel Image
Dataset (PVID) containing healthy blood vessel samples and
MVI samples from the pathological image of liver cancer
patients.

In this paper, we aim to develop an accurate, objective,
and explainable method for MVI diagnosis with as few anno-
tations as possible. As annotating the cell in each MVI vessel
is time-consuming, we only adopt easily-obtained image-
level category labels for developing the new approach.

For the explainable MVI classification, the developed ap-
proach should provide credible evidence, such as cancerous
areas and classification results. Therefore, the proposed ap-
proach is devised to be composed of two branches: the binary
classification branch and the cell locating branch. The binary
classification branch is used to classify the healthy blood ves-
sels and MVI vessels with corresponding vessel image-level
category labels as supervision. The initial goal of the cell
locating branch is to distinguish the cancerous cells. How-
ever, the supervision information for the cell locating branch
is insufficient, which requires exploring more supervision
information from the characteristic of MVI itself.

Firstly, based on the characteristic of blood vessel sam-
ples that most cells can be distributed into some similar
templates according to structure and color, the correlation
filter [9, 22], which is widely adopted in the object tracking
area, can be used for locating most of the cells; hence the
results of this filter can be interpreted as pseudo masks of
cells for supervising the cell locating branch to distinguish

cell area from the background. Secondly, the healthy vessel
sample only containing non-cancerous cells and background
is used for supervising the cell locating branch distinguishing
healthy area (non-cancerous cells and background) from the
cancerous cells. Lastly, we devise loopback strategy between
the binary classification branch and cell locating branch to
discover the cancerous area from each MVI sample.

For the loopback strategy, the cell locating branch first
predicts the cancerous area of the MVI sample, then the can-
cerous and non-cancerous areas of the same sample masked
with the predicted results are input back into the classifi-
cation branch separately. The devised a loopback strategy
effectively achieves two goals: 1) utilizing the image-level
category label to supervise the cell locating branch distin-
guishing the cancerous area from other areas. 2) building the
direct relation between the predicted cancerous areas and the
final classification result.

Experiment results show that the loopback strategy not
only enables the proposed framework to predict precious
cancerous areas but also facilitate the classification branch
achieve better classification performance. The two-branch
framework with the loopback strategy, termed as Loopback
Network (LoopNet), achieves 97.5% accuracy on MVI clas-
sification.

In conclusion, the main contributions of our work are
summarized as follows:

• We propose the first deep learning based network,
termed as LoopNet, for explainable MVI classifica-
tion. LoopNet fully exploits the characteristics of MVI
samples to achieve blood vessel classification and cell
locating results simultaneously and can be extended to
MVI analysis tasks on various organs.

• The loopback strategy is devised for utilizing the cat-
egory label to supervise LoopNet distinguishing the
cancerous area from other regions, which effectively
builds the direct relation between the located cancerous
area and the final classification result.

• We collect the first Pathologic Vessel Image Dataset
(PVID) containing 4130 healthy blood vessel samples
and 857 MVI samples from the pathological image of
103 liver cancer patients.

• Experiment show that LoopNet achieves 97.5% accu-
racy on PVID, which verifies the potential of deep learn-
ing on MVI classification task.

2. Related Work
To our knowledge, there has been no MVI classification

method for pathological images until now. Therefore, from
a technical point of view, we survey two most related areas:
explainable classification, cell detection, and segmentation.
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2.1. Explainable Classification

Deep learning based techniques have been widely used
in medical image classification tasks [3, 73]. However, the
black box characteristic of deep learning techniques has
limited their applications in clinical scenarios. The root rea-
son is that the prediction is unexplainable. Therefore, some
researchers developed some explainable classification meth-
ods, which can be broadly summarized into two categories:
prediction approximation techniques and prediction attribu-
tion techniques.

For prediction approximation techniques, most methods
adopted explainable machine learning methods to approxi-
mate the prediction of deep models. [7, 36] adopted explain-
able random forests to approximate CNN-based classifica-
tion model’s predictions. Further, Chen et al. [11] incor-
porated the tree-decision mechanism into the CNN-based
classification model, which combines the explainability of
random forests and the high performance of the CNN model.
However, those methods are unsuitable for the MVI classifi-
cation task, which requires knowing the number and location
of cancerous cells.

For prediction attribution techniques, some feature at-
tribution strategies are proposed for locating the critical
features for final prediction results. The most commonly
used strategies are activation-based, perturbation-based, and
back-attribution-based techniques. The activation-based tech-
niques [13, 44, 61, 76] attributed important features by calcu-
lating a group of weights and then summing the feature map.
The perturbation-based techniques [37, 74, 77, 80] attributed
important features of the input image by removing, masking,
or altering them and running a forward pass on the modi-
fied image, measuring the difference with the actual output.
For the back-attribution-based techniques, some researchers
applied the derivative-related terms of the predict category
w.r.t. the input to locate the important features. The existing
derivative-related terms, including Gradient [6,52], Gradient
× Input [5,16,51], Integrated Gradients [57], and DeepLIFT
[50], have been proven to be firmly related or approximate
by Ancona et al. [2] from theoretical and practical perspec-
tives. Those feature attribution strategies built the association
between important features and the final prediction. How-
ever, different methods usually attribute to different feature
areas, which shows that the established association lacks
credibility.

2.2. Cell Detection and Segmentation

In recent years, plenty of fully supervised methods have
been proposed for cell detection [20, 54, 63, 64, 67, 79]
and segmentation [1, 12, 19, 34, 42, 48, 49, 58, 60, 75].
Most of those methods leveraged manually annotated cen-
troids/outlines/masks of cells to supervise the training of the
model. Apart from the above end-to-end training methods,
some researchers took the special characteristics of cells

into consideration for better detection and segmentation re-
sults. Based on the initial segmentation results with FCN,
Naylor et al. [46] applied the watershed method to split
the cells. Similarly, Xing et al. [65] performed bottom-up
shape deformation and top-down shape inference with the
initial segmentation results to achieve better cell segmenta-
tion alternately. Sirinukunwattana et al. [55] added the local
neighborhood constraint into the cell detection and classifi-
cation model. Naylor et al. [45] devised a regression network
for cell distance map segmentation with a fully convolutional
network. However, the performance of those methods highly
relies on a large number of fine annotations.

For the weakly supervised methods, Xu et al. [66] fine-
tuned a Stacked Sparse Autoencoder pretrained with im-
age reconstruction by classifying each cell patch for detect-
ing cells automatically. Mahmood et al. [41] adopted the
condition GAN to segment cells with some synthetic sam-
ples and original annotated samples. LIRNet [78] adopted
cascaded truncated counting indicators on image patches
rather than centroid annotations to train a cell detection net-
work. Chamanzar et al. [10] adopted the Voronoi transfor-
mation to generate local polygon regions containing only
one cell based on centroid annotations, then trained the
segmentation network with the generated pseudo annota-
tions. Hu et al. [26] utilized a Generative Adversarial Net-
work (GAN) to generate a cell centroid likelihood map, then
used guided backpropagation to visualize the pixel contri-
butions of the map, and finally obtained instance segmen-
tation of cells by graph-cut. Feng et al. [17] proposed a
mutual-complementing framework for detecting and seg-
menting cells simultaneously, where detection and segmenta-
tion branches are optimized iteratively. Most above methods
are used for segmenting or detecting all cells in the patho-
logical tissue area. Due to the unique characteristic of MVI
samples, existing methods can’t be directly used to detect
and segment the cancerous cells. What’s more, most of the
above methods still require cell-level annotations.

Some researchers developed unsupervised methods to de-
tect and segment cells to relieve the massive cost of annota-
tions on cells. Le et al. [24] proposed an unsupervised cross-
wise sparse convolutional autoencoder to detect cells based
on the local sparsity assumption. Hou et al. [23] adopted
GAN to synthesize histopathology samples and then trained
a task-specific cell segmentation network with the synthetic
samples and corresponding masks. However, the unsuper-
vised methods usually fail in real scenarios, especially in
cancerous cases, which is unsuitable for the MVI classifica-
tion task.

3. Method
In order to achieve an accurate, objective and explainable

diagnosis and analysis of MVI with as few annotations as
possible, we devise a Loopback Network consisting of two
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Figure 2. The framework of LoopNet, which is composed of a binary blood vessel image classification branch Fb ◦ Fc and a cell locating
branch Fb ◦ Fl. The image classification branch and cell locating branch share the same backbone Fb, which extracts the same pathological
features for classification and locating. Both healthy and MVI samples are sent to the image classification branch to predict their categories,
supervised by image-level labels y annotated by the pathologist. Manually selecting some typical cells as templates, the kernelized correlation
filter is used to generate pseudo mask ŷloc to supervise grid patch based cell locating for both kinds of vessels. For locating cancerous cells
in MVI vessels, we devise a loopback strategy, which separately inputs the masked cancerous areas and masked healthy areas of an MVI
vessel sample predicted by the cell locating branch into the image classification branch. The category label will ensure that the masked
cancerous areas contain cancerous features and the masked healthy areas only contain healthy features. Therefore, the loopback strategy
built the direct association between the locating cancerous areas and final classification results.

branches, as shown in Fig.2. One of the two branches is
responsible for binary vessel image classification, which
leverages the easily obtained image-level category labels as
supervision.

As an indicator of MVI, the presence of cancerous cells
in the blood vessel offers credible evidence for the image
classification result. Therefore, we add a cell locating branch
to discover cancerous cells in these blood vessels. As there
are also non-cancerous cells and tissues in MVI vessels, this
branch recognize three categories, including background
areas, healthy cell areas and cancerous cell areas.

With only the image-level category labels annotated by
the pathologist, we devise a loopback strategy to supervise
locating cancerous cell areas. For MVI vessels, the healthy
and cancerous areas masked with the results predicted by the
cell locating branch are input back into the vessel image
classification branch to utilize the image-level category la-
bel to supervise the cell locating branch distinguishing the
cancerous area from other areas. For healthy vessels, the
pseudo masks generated by the cell template correlation fil-
ter will prompt the cell locating branch to learn to recognize
background and healthy cell areas. Therefore, only when the
background, healthy cell areas, and cancerous cell areas of
MVI vessels are perfectly distinguished will all constraints in
our proposed LoopNet be satisfied. In this way, the loopback
strategy can build the direct relation between the located
cancerous areas and the final classification result.

The image classification branch and cell locating branch
share the same backbone parameters to leverage extracted
pathological image features together, followed by an image

classification head and a cell locating head, as shown in Fig.2.
We denote the backbone, image classification head, and cell
locating head as Fb, Fc, and Fl, respectively. For conve-
nience, we denote the composite function Fb ◦ Fc as Fcls

and Fb ◦ Fl as Floc, which correspond to the vessel image
classification branch and cell locating branch, respectively.

For preprocessing, we utilize vessel segmentation [18]
results to remove tissues from the vessels and only focus on
the contents inside the vessel lumens. To tackle the variety
of vessel sizes, we split the entire vessel image into square
patches with the 3x size of the average cell size on the sta-
tistical discovery that big vessels generally contain a lot of
white backgrounds. The patches containing cells determined
by pseudo masks are randomly concatenated to a 20 × 20
patch image to obtain the fixed size input for training the
network, discarding the patches that don’t contain any cells.
If there are less than 20×20 extracted patches, blank patches
will fill the vacancy.

Based on the gained patches, each patch will contain 1-2
cells, so the patch classification can be used for cell locating,
reducing the difficulty of finely segmenting the cell edge
and meanwhile satisfying the requirement of analysis and
diagnosis of MVI.

3.1. Binary Vessel Image Classification

For a blood vessel image I , we apply some preprocessings
and data augmentations to I , and the result, termed as x, is
input into the binary vessel image classification branch Fcls

to predict the probability of I belonging to an MVI vessel,
denoted as pcls = Fcls(x). The image-level category label
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y is used to supervise the binary image classification branch
with the following GHM-C loss function [38]:

Lcls(pcls, y) =
LCE(pcls, y)

GD(|pcls − y|)
, (1)

where LCE is the cross entropy (CE) loss function, GD is
gradient density function.

The reason why we adopt the GHM-C loss function [38]
rather than the traditional cross-entropy loss function is that
the diagnosis of MVI is a subjective task, so a few image
category labels of hard blood vessel samples may be wrong
annotated. The GHM-C loss function [38] can reduce the
gradient contribution of massive easy examples and few
outliers to make the classification network more robust.

3.2. Grid Patch Based Cell Locating

The image-level blood vessel category label, which is the
only supervision information for training our model, is insuf-
ficient for locating cells in vessels. Consequently, exploring
more supervision information from the characteristic of the
MVI pathological image itself is necessary.

Based on the fact that most cells possess similar shapes,
colors, and structures in blood vessel pathological images,
distinguishing from background tissue, we can distribute the
cells into some templates according to these characteristics.
To distinguish background tissue and cells, the kernelized
correlation filter [9,22], as a mature technology in the object
tracking field, is adopted for locating most cells in vessels
with the manually selected cell templates, as shown in Fig.2.
The result of the kernelized correlation filter can be used as
a binary pseudo mask for locating cells.

Due to the indistinguishable appearance of non-cancerous
cells and cancerous cells, the correlation filter cannot differ-
entiate cancerous cells from non-cancerous cells. The fact
that healthy vessels only contain healthy cells can be utilized
for discriminating healthy areas (non-cancerous cells and
background tissue) from cancerous cells.

The presence of cancerous cells in blood vessels is the key
characteristic of MVI, regardless of the positions and number
of cancerous cells in vessels. Therefore we devise a loopback
strategy between the image classification branch and cell
locating branch to distinguish the cancerous area from the
healthy area. The loopback strategy separately inputs the
cancerous areas and healthy areas of an MVI vessel sample
predicted by the cell locating branch into the binary image
classification branch to supervise the locating of cancerous
cells using image-level labels. What’s more, the loopback
strategy can build a direct relationship between the predicted
cancerous areas and the final classification result.

3.2.1 Correlation Filter based Pseudo Mask for Distin-
guishing Cells and Backgrounds

Owing to the similarity of cell appearance, the correlation
filter based on manually selected cell templates can locate
most of the cells, which can be regarded as pseudo masks
to train the cell locating branch. Specifically, splitting the
correlation filter result into grid patches corresponding to
the input image, every patch containing any parts of cells is
labeled as positive, and patches containing only background
tissue are labeled as negative. The binary pseudo mask is
denoted as ŷloc. For an input x, the cell locating result ploc
for all grid patches in x is predicted by the cell locating
branch Floc, namely ploc = Floc(x), which has three output
channels representing the background, non-cancerous and
cancerous areas, denoted as p0,i,jloc , p1,i,jloc , and p2,i,jloc for a
patch in row i and column j, respectively.

Since healthy blood vessels only consist of background
and non-cancerous cells, the pseudo binary masks are
enough to supervise cell locating with cross-entropy loss.
But for MVI blood vessels consisting of cancerous and non-
cancerous cells, the pseudo binary masks are insufficient
for locating cells precisely. Hence, we only utilize the back-
ground areas of pseudo binary masks to supervise cell locat-
ing of MVI samples. The formula of loss function for pseudo
mask cell locating is as follows:

Lloc =− 1{y = 0}
N

∑
i,j

(
(1− ŷi,jloc) log(p

0,i,j
loc ) + ŷi,jloc log(p

1,i,j
loc )

)
− 1{y = 1}∑

i,j 1{ŷ
i,j
loc = 0}

∑
i,j

1{ŷi,jloc = 0} log(p0,i,jloc ),

(2)
where N = h× w is the total number of grid patches of x,
h and w are number of rows and columns of grid patches,
i ∈ [1, h] and j ∈ [1, w] is the row index and column index,
1{·} is the indicator function.

The Lloc can supervise the cell locating branch learning
the features of background patches and non-cancerous cell
patches. But the cell locating branch still can not recognize
cancerous cell patches in MVI samples, that is one of the
reasons why we develop the following loopback strategy.

3.2.2 Loopback Strategy for Cancerous Cells Locating

Leveraging the characteristic that MVI blood vessels must
contain one or more cancerous cells, no matter what other
areas in blood vessels look like, we devise our loopback
strategy to supervise locating cancerous cell patches with
only image-level category labels. Specifically, for an MVI
vessel sample, the cancerous areas of it can be represented
by the 2-th channel of the result predicted by the cell locating
branch, namely areapos = U(p2loc), and the healthy areas of
it can be represented by the sum of the 0-th channel and the 1-
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th channel of the locating result, namely areaneg = U(p0loc+
p1loc). The above U is the nearest neighbor interpolation
function, which upsamples the patch-wise result to the size
of input x.

We perform element-wise product between the original in-
put vessel image and corresponding cancerous/healthy areas.
The result x ∗ areapos and x ∗ areaneg are input back into
the binary image classification branch Fcls to obtain the loop-
back image classification result. Ideally, the healthy areas of
the MVI sample x don’t contain cancerous cells, so that the
loopback image classification result Fcls(x ∗ areaneg) will
be negative. Similarly, the loopback image classification re-
sult of the MVI sample’s cancerous areas Fcls(x ∗ areapos)
will be positive. However, the inadequately trained cell locat-
ing branch can not distinguish cancerous areas from healthy
areas accurately, e.g. healthy areas that contain some can-
cerous cells will be predicted as positive, which is different
from the ideal case. Therefore, we can utilize the divergence
between the loopback image classification result and the
ideal case to generate gradients with respect to the cell locat-
ing result ploc to modify it. The formalized loss function of
the loopback strategy is given as follows:

Lloop = LCE

(
Fcls

(
x ∗ U(p0loc + p1loc)

)
, 0

)
+ LCE

(
Fcls

(
x ∗ U(p2loc)

)
, 1

)
.

(3)

This loss function is only applied to MVI samples.
It is worth noting that the gradients of Lloop w.r.t. the

parameters of image classification branch Fcls in Eq.(3) are
not accumulated to participate in gradient descent. Since
in loopback procedure, the role of the image classification
branch is like the discriminator in the generative adversarial
network, optimizing the parameters of Fcls will make the
discrimination ability degenerate.

The loopback strategy Lloop can supervise LoopNet’s cell
locating branch to learn the cancerous cell patches’ features
through the gradients of Lloop back-propagating to Floc.
Moreover, the loopback strategy correlates the vessel image
classification results with the cancerous cell locating results,
which provides credible evidence and a reliable explanation
of the image classification result and facilitates the classifi-
cation branch to achieve better classification performance.

3.3. Complete Algorithm

Based on the well-developed image classification net-
work, the loopback strategy, together with the binary pseudo
mask, enables our LoopNet to obtain the ability of distin-
guishing healthy and MVI blood vessels, and the capability
of locating background, non-cancerous cells and cancerous
cells in vessels, supervised only by the image-level cate-
gory labels. LoopNet learns the features of background and
non-cancerous cell patches through pseudo binary masks

generated by cell template correlation filter and learns the
features of cancerous cell patches through through loopback
strategy performed on MVI samples.

We train our LoopNet in two stages. Firstly, we train
the binary vessel image classification branch Fcls using the
loss function Lcls to endow it with the essential ability to
distinguish healthy/MVI blood vessels. Secondly, we jointly
optimize Fcls and the cell locating branch Floc with the
following loss function:

L = Lloc + αLloop + βLcls, (4)

where α and β are balance parameters.

4. Dataset
To construct the Pathologic Vessel Image Dataset (PVID)

for MVI analysis, we collect 100 whole slide pathological
images of liver cancer patients from the cooperative institu-
tion, each of which is about 100, 000× 250, 000 pixels. For
each whole slide pathological image, we randomly crop an
average of about 50 blood vessel images, which can reduce
the repeatability of the sample. Finally, the collected PVID
contains 5, 000 vessel samples (4, 140 healthy blood vessels
and 860 MVI blood vessels). We randomly split the vessel
image part into the training, validation, and test sets accord-
ing to slides, ensuring vessel images of the same slide are in
the same set. The number of samples of healthy vessels in
the training set, validation set and test set is 2, 480 and 830
and 830 respectively, and the number of MVI vessels is 520
and 170 and 170 respectively.

For both vessel image classification and cell locating, we
only use the training set of the vessel image part of PVID to
train the proposed model. The test set of the vessel image
part is adopted to evaluate the performance of vessel image
classification.

To assess the cancerous cell locating performance, we
select another 130 MVI blood vessels and annotate the cen-
troids of every cancerous cell in these blood vessels using
point label as the locating test part of PVID. The number of
annotated cancerous cell centroids is 23, 237.

All the annotations were labeled by the experienced
pathologist of the cooperative institution. What’s more, this
study was approved by the institutional research ethics com-
mittee.

5. Experiments
5.1. Network Architecture and Parameters

In the following experiment, unless otherwise specified,
the backbone Fb we adopted is the ResNet-50 [21], and the
last global average pooling layer and the fully connected
layer are removed and regarded as vessel image classifi-
cation head Fc. The cell locating head we adopted is a 3-
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Index\Backbone ResNet-50 [21] AlexNet [33] VGG-16 [53] EfficientNetV2-S [59] MobileNetV2 [25] ConvNeXt-B [40]

Baseline Ours Baseline Ours Baseline Ours Baseline Ours Baseline Ours Baseline Ours

Accuracy 96.59 97.49 96.09 96.19 97.09 97.99 96.89 97.59 94.68 97.19 94.58 95.29

Precision Healthy Vessel 97.71 98.55 96.90 98.52 97.27 98.79 97.83 98.20 94.58 97.61 97.67 98.61
MVI Vessel 91.02 92.44 91.77 85.95 94.15 96.10 92.17 94.55 95.38 94.97 78.82 84.44

Recall Healthy Vessel 98.18 98.43 96.85 98.32 99.27 98.79 98.43 98.91 99.03 99.27 94.79 96.61
MVI Vessel 88.89 92.98 84.80 92.98 86.55 94.15 89.47 91.23 72.51 88.30 93.57 88.89

Table 1. The classification performance comparison with SOTA methods. The Baseline means directly using the backbone for image
classification. Our LoopNet shares the same backbone with the corresponding SOTA classification networks. (All scores are in %)

Index\Method CAM [44] DeepLIFT [50] LRP [4] LoopNet

Precision 4.59 81.11 39.05 71.26
Recall 8.35 5.39 5.89 94.52
Dice 16.35 15.09 15.42 79.58

Table 2. The comparison results of classification explainability. The
precision, recall, and dice score denote the performance of the lo-
cated cancerous patch in the attributed feature areas for CAM [44],
DeepLIFT [50] and LRP [4], which are three classic feature attri-
bution methods.

layers Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [32]. Batch-
Norm, ReLU, and Dropout layers are successively added
between two GCN layers. The dropout probability of the
first and second Dropout layer is set to 0.2 and 0.1, respec-
tively. Edges are added between each feature and its eight
spatial neighbors.

We solely train the image classification branch 50 epochs
and then train the entire LoopNet 50 epochs with α = 1
and β = 0.5. The default batch size is 16. The optimizer
we adopted is Ranger [62], and the learning rate and weight
decay we set are 1× 10−3 and 5× 10−4, respectively. The
cosine annealing with five warm-up epochs is adopted as
the learning rate scheduler. The size of the input image is
640× 640 px.

5.2. Performance of MVI Classification

As described above, there is no MVI classification method
until now. Therefore, we compare the proposed LoopNet
with the SOTA fully supervised CNN-based image classi-
fication methods, including ResNet-50 [21], AlexNet [33],
VGG-16 [53], EfficientNetV2-S [59], MobileNetV2 [25],
and ConvNeXt-B [40]. For a fair comparison, we adopt the
same backbone as those classification models.

The vessel classification performance comparison with
the SOTA methods is given in Table 1, where we can see that
the proposed LoopNet achieves the best accuracy, precision,
and recall in almost all cases than SOTA classification meth-
ods. This is mainly because the proposed loopback strategy
builds direct relation between the predicted cancerous areas
and the image classification result, prompting the network
to pay more attention to the discriminative cancerous areas
rather than irrelevant background areas.

Index\Method Qu [47] Liu [39] Fully LoopNet

Precision 85.47 80.82 78.99 71.26
Recall 95.61 92.57 93.35 94.52
Dice 89.34 84.42 82.07 79.58

Table 3. The cancerous cell locating results of different meth-
ods. [47] and [39] are two cell segmentation approaches with cell
centroid point as annotations. ‘Fully’ means using the cancerous
cell centroid annotations to finetune the cell locating branch of
LoopNet, of which the image classification branch has been trained.

5.3. Comparison of Classification Explainability

Another advantage of the proposed LoopNet is providing
explainable classification results, namely the cancerous cell
areas. To verify the effectiveness of explainability, we com-
pare the cancerous cell area locating results with the outputs
of three classic feature attribution methods on the test part
of PVID: CAM [44], DeepLIFT [50] and LRP [4]. Those
methods adopted different feature attribution strategy to lo-
cate the critical features for the final classification prediction.
Table 2 shows that the proposed LoopNet achieves the best
performance among all methods. Noting that the Precision
of DeepLIFT is higher than our approach, the Recall and
Dice of it is much lower. Besides, the all indexes of other
two approaches are pretty lower than the proposed LoopNet.

The qualitative visual results of different methods for the
located cancerous areas and detailed analysis are given in
the supplements.

5.4. Performance Comparison of Cell Locating

To assess the effectiveness of the proposed loopback strat-
egy for cell locating only with image-level category labels,
we compare the cell locating performance to two weakly su-
pervised cell segmentation approaches, Qu [47] and Liu [39],
both leveraging point annotations of cells. The results are
shown in Table 3. ‘Fully’ means using the cancerous cell
centroid annotations to directly finetune the cell locating
branch of LoopNet where the image classification branch
has been trained. The results indicate that only with image-
level category labels the performance of our approach can
achieve promising results compared to those approaches that
require massive point annotations.
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Index\Ablation w/o Lloop w/o Lloc w/o Lcls LoopNet

Precision 0 50.86 60.58 71.26
Recall 0 99.75 99.50 94.52
Dice 0 59.93 73.03 79.58

Table 4. The results of ablation study on different loss terms.

5.5. Ablation Study

5.5.1 Ablation of Loss Terms

As delineated in Sec.3.3, the joint training loss function
has three terms: the image classification loss Lcls, the pseudo
mask based cell locating loss Lloc and the loopback loss
Lloop. We evaluate the joint training when supervised with
the three terms separately in Table 4, showing that all loss
terms have contributed to the final result. We have to men-
tion that without Lloop, the model will degenerate so that
it can’t find any cancerous cells and all the metrics will be
0, demonstrating that the devised loopback strategy plays
the key role in locating cancerous cells. Abandoning Lcls

or Lloc will cause the network to recognize many healthy
areas as cancerous, so the Recall becomes very high but Pre-
cision and Dice decrease a lot. The Lloc acts as an antagonist
and constraint to Lloop, and the Lcls can maintain the dis-
criminative capability of the image classification branch for
optimizing the cell locating results with the proposed loop-
back strategy. Accordingly, the three terms work together to
improve cancerous cell locating performance.

5.5.2 Ablation of Influence of GHM-C Loss

As described in Sec.3.1, owing to the subjectivity of MVI
diagnosis, there will be a few incorrectly labeled vessel sam-
ples. Therefore we adopt GHM-C loss rather than CE loss,
which can reduce the gradient contribution of these incor-
rectly labeled outliers. As shown in the second column of
Table 5, compared to the original result in the first column,
replacing the GHM-C loss of Lcls to CE loss will reduce the
overall Accuracy and especially the Recall of MVI vessels,
which is sensitivity, an important index in clinical.

In Lloop, we adopt CE loss for modifying cancerous cell
locating results using image-level labels rather than GHM-C
loss. That is because the masked cancerous or non-cancerous
areas of the original input vessel image can be regarded as
the hard sample for the image classification branch, requiring
more gradients magnitude for modifying the cancerous cell
locating results. As shown in the third column in Table 5,
replacing the CE loss in Lloop with GHM-C loss will induce
the network to recognize more cancerous areas, making the
masked samples more like easy samples, therefore reducing
the Precision and Dice.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we put forward the first deep learning based

network LoopNet for classifying MVI, which can be used

Index\Ablation Ori
Lcls

GHM-C
→ CE

Lloop

CE →
GHM-C

Vessel
Classification

Accuracy 97.49 96.59 -

Precision Healthy 98.55 97.37 -

MVI 92.44 92.13 -

Recall Healthy 98.43 98.67 -

MVI 92.98 87.13 -

Cell locating
Precision 71.26 - 63.26

Recall 94.52 - 98.95
Dice 79.58 - 75.97

Table 5. The ablation of replacing the GHM-C loss and CE loss in
Lcls and Lloop to the other. ‘Ori’ denotes the original setting.

as an accurate, objective, explainable and efficient diagnosis
tool for MVI. Through fully exploiting the characteristic
of MVI samples, LoopNet can achieve blood vessel classi-
fication and cell locating results simultaneously with only
category labels, which provides a new weakly supervised
framework for future MVI analysis tasks on various organs.
To achieve the explainable MVI analysis goal, the loopback
strategy is devised for utilizing the category label to super-
vise LoopNet distinguishing the cancerous area from other
regions, which effectively builds the direct relation between
the located cancerous area and the final classification result.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed the LoopNet, we
collect the first Pathologic Vessel Image Dataset (PVID).
Experiment results demonstrate that the proposed LoopNet
achieves 97.5% accuracy on PVID, which demonstrates the
potential of deep learning on the MVI analysis task.

The cell locating results show that there are still several
missing cancerous cells, which demonstrates the deficiency
of insufficient supervised information. In the future, we will
focus on exploring more potential supervision information
from the characteristics of pathologic images and incor-
porating those supervision information into the proposed
framework. Furthermore, we will also devote ourselves to
improving the overall performance of the proposed method
and applying the proposed method to auxiliary diagnosis in
clinical practice.
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